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LESS TRAVELED IN THE HIDDEN KINGDOM OF EASTERN TIBET by WILLIAM D BOEHM 
PART 1 SHANGRI-LA YUNNAN 

Songtdsam landrovers and photographers at Meil, Yunnan beginning the first foreign Trip into Kham Easter Tibet Autonomous Region from 
Shagril-La Yunnan to Lhasa via Highway G318, a route that includes part of the traditional Tea Horse Trail 

 
Beginning in the Song Dynasty In the seventh century, the elite of Tibet’s feudal Buddhist theocracy 
discovered Pu er tea found in Sichuan and SW Yunnan. Supplying its growing demand meant forging a 
network of trails across China for both porters and mule caravans through steep mountainous forests, 
over 5,000 m (16,400 ft) passes, along deep gorges, and across unnavigable rivers traversed by rope 
and cable. The journey was long, 4000 km (2400 mi) with the valuable tea carried by porters, or mule 
caravans. In return, China needed the Tibetan sturdy war horse to fight the northern invaders. The 
trade route became known as the Tea Horse Road, the Cha Ma Dao. It still exists with some of it 
forgotten along ancient stone trails found in forests, some of it paved over beneath modern highways. 
A few of the men who still live have shared about survival of often bitter lives on the trails. They were 
the leaders of the mule caravans, the Ma Guo Tou, a culture of men who braved snow storms, bandits, 
and treacherous river crossings through one of the longest trade routes of the ancient world.  
 
Songtsam now takes the traveler by landrover through Route G 318 that follows the tea horse trail 

from Deqen Shangri-La to Lhasa, traversing  passes over 5 000 meters high, crossing breathtaking 

mountainous landscapes and deep river gorges. G318 is known for steep grades, hairpin, stomach 

twisting turns, and snow showers that can come at high altitudes at any time of the year. But the 

scenery is spectacular, combining scenery comparable to Alaska and British Columbia with Tibetan 

Culture. We undertook the first foreign journey November 2019 with Songtsam, and stayed in their 

luxury Tibetan Style Lodges.  
 
Pacific Northwest Americans love scenic road trips, choosing to either camp along the way or overnight 
in rustic lodges in our National Forests and Parks. There is Mt Rainier and Olympic National Parks in my 
home Washington State, Highway 101 that winds along the Pacific Ocean from Washington State to 
southern California, the Icefields Parkway drive through Banff and Jasper National Parks Alberta, 



Canada, or the scenic drive along Highway 20 from Lillooet in the Caribou Range Northeast of Vancouver 
to the coastal town of Bella Coola in British Columbia, Canada. What else could compare to these 
amazingly famous scenic drives in Asia? I then discovered Highway G318 through Southeastern Tibet’s 
Hidden Kingdom, an exploration developed by Songtsam Boutique Lodges owner Mr. Baima Dorje 
https://www.songtsam.com/en/.  
 
The scenic East-West Highway G318 of Kham and Chamdo regions of Eastern Tibet threads through 
some of the most spectacular and dramatic mountain landscapes in China: the highway connects 
Chengdu with Lhasa and winds through the wild and dramatic Hengduan Range, then west through 
Eastern Tibet’s two principle mountain ranges, the Nyainqentanglha and the Kangri Garpo, then 
continues north of the eastern edge of Himalaya Range. West of the Hengduan mountains, highway was 
carved in deep vallyes between the Nyainqentanglha mountains that extends some 750 kilometers (470 
mi) long west-east between the Tibetan Lake Nam Tso east of the Great Bend of the Tsangpo River to 
Rawu, and the Kangri Garpo, stretching 280 kilometers (173 mi) from northwest to southeast between 
Tsangpo Great Bend, the eastern end of Himalaya, and Baxoila Ling, the western end of the Hengduan 
Mountains. Over this tremendous distance there are two primary natural divisions; they split east versus 
west near the town of Lhari. We will begin our journey with Songtsm at Shangrila on the western edge 
of the Hengduan, a group of north-south oriented mountain ranges in southwest China that traverse the  

 
Top: Mt Mianzimu 6,054 metres (19,862 ft) from Meil Lodge, middle: Yanjing village known for its processing salt extracted from river wells 
on the Mekong River;  

https://www.songtsam.com/en/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Southwest_China
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/China


southeast portions of the Tibetan Plateau with the Yunnan–Guizhou Plateau. The Hengduan Ranges 
cover much of western present-day Sichuan province as well as the northwestern portions of Yunnan, 
the easternmost section of the Tibet Autonomous Region, and touching upon parts of southern Qinghai.  

The highway follows much of the ancient Tea-Horse trade route that transects through major climatic 
zones, from tropical in southern Yunnan to arctic in Tibet, coursing over 5000 meter mountain passes 

 
Bomi Songtsam Lodge and the mountain ranger that surround the Parlung Tsampo river

Traditional Tibetan wedding Shangri-la  
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and following deep glacier carved valleys and rivers. I was informed one can find the most beautiful 
mountain scenery in China, one thousand year-old towers, artistic and very ancient Buddhist 
monasteries, and amazing ethnic towns and untouched Tibetan villages. A Tea Horse Road trip would be 
wonderful from an archeological, cultural, historical as well as scenic outdoor adventure, more so than 
the more famous northern Silk Road. Pu'er tea, a distinctly Yunnanese form of broad leaf tea Camellia 
sinensis assamica, and possibly the first variety of tea ever to be consciously cultivated as opposed to 

the harvesting of wild trees was highly valued as 'tribute tea' (贡茶) in the past, when precious 

commodities from across the empire were offered up to the imperial court. Pu'er, unlike most varieties 
of tea, is ideally suited for investment as it can be stored for decades and, depending on the quality of 
the tea, will 'improve' with age. Some of the Pu'er tea cakes (the tea is compressed into small discs for  

 
Porters and mule train carrying Puer tea at the turn of the 20th century

 
The 1350-year-old Drak Yerpa Monastery place at an altitude of 4,885m (16,022 ft) and below right; Left Shangri-La, ng the largest Tibetan  
uddhist monastery in Yunnan, Songzanlin Monastery; Below Tea Horse Trail porters, turn of the century, muleteers with tea loads and salt



 
Parlung Tsampo River from below Bomi Songtsan Lodge  

ease of storage and transportation) were at this time commanding astronomical prices. It als became a 
necessary element of Buddhist meditation, with monks acting as middlemen in the trade routes. 
 
Unexplored and only recently opened up to foreigners this year, I was privileged to join a Songtsam 
photographic group at the request of Mr Baima Dorje. We would travel in a land rover caravan from the 
Three Parallel Rivers area of Shangri-La, Yunnan across the Mekong and to the west the Nu River into 
Nyinchi Prefecture of the Tibet Autonomous Region (TAR) and the Yarlung Tsampo River, on to Nyinchi 
and complete our journey in Lhasa. From Yunnan, the highway crosses east to west through Chamdo 
and Nyingchi prefectures of the TAR. Unlike the high desert terrain of central Tibet north of the Makalu, 

Map of the Tea Horse Trail Route G318 from Shangril-La Yunnan west across the three parallel rivers, , then across the Hengduan mountains 
below the highest anchor of the eastern Himalaya Namcha Barwa, then west through the lowlands of Nyinchi and the Yarlung Tsangpo 
River, finally ascending to Lhasa 

and Mt Everest in the Tibetan Himalayas I had experienced in May, the Eastern edge of the Tibetan 
plateau is at a lower altitude with abundant rainfall and a great diversity of plants, a temperate lush 
forest. The spruce, fir and oak-forested landscape is a striking contrast to the dry, brown mountains of 
central Tibet, yet connected with spectacular mountains that include Namcha Barwa, the eastern anchor 



of the Himalayas which span 2300 km (1400 mi) east from the Indus to the Brahmaputra Rivers. Gaya 
Peri, the sister peak of Namcha Barwa only 22 km (14 mi) north are the two highest peaks over 7300 
meters (24,000 ft) in this isolated section of the Hengduan Range. Between these two peaks lies the Mt 

 Namcha Barwa,  7,782 m (25,524 ft) above sea level, is the highest mountain in the Hengduan Mountain Range and as an anchor of the 
eastern Himlaya, ranks as the 28th highest peak in the world. Below it flows the Yarlung Tsangpo, creating the deepest canyon in the world.  

 
great bend of the Yarlung Tsampo river that enters into the deepest gorge (6000 m or 19,680 ft deep 
between summit to river) in the world, emerging as the Brahmaputra.  
 
The largest river in Tibet, the Yarlung Tsampo mysterious unexplored gorge was first described in 1924 
by a remarkable botanist-explorer from Lancashire named Frank Kingdon-Ward. Accompanied by Jack 
Cawdor, a British nobleman, together struggled on hunters' trails through the Upper Gorge and deep 
into the canyon, they discovered a stunning waterfall that they christened Rainbow Falls. They ascended 

and crawled straight out over a high 
pass called Senchen La, and dropped 
into the tropical Lower Gorge, 
becoming the first outsiders to 
traverse the Tsangpo Gorges. "Every 
day the scene grew more savage; the 
mountains higher and steeper; the 
river more fast and furious," Ward 
wrote in his 1926 book, The Riddle of 
the Tsangpo Gorges. "Had we finally 
emerged onto a raw lunar landscape, 
it would scarcely have surprised us." I 
have wondered how Frank Kingdon-
Ward survived just one of his many 
expeditions into the Himalayas. 

 
 The year before I had explored an area of Gaoligongshan on the Nu Jiang river spending three weeks on 
hunter trails traversing near vertical peaks and ridges to photograph rhododendons. All this in pouring 

https://www.amazon.com/Frank-Kingdon-Riddle-Tsangpo-Gorges/dp/1851493719
https://www.amazon.com/Frank-Kingdon-Riddle-Tsangpo-Gorges/dp/1851493719


rain, and at my age now 73, almost gave up cross country travel.  If he wasn’t moving horses across a 
river by tramline, face to face with a black bear, he was clinging to a yawning precipice, or wobbling 
precariously on flimsy rope-bridges suspended high above raging rivers to collect plant specimens.  If 
you thought that plant collecting in the Edwardian era was a peaceful and  sedentary pastime, think 
again. Thankfully exploring and hiking parts of Highway G318 mountains would not be that demanding. 
 
Highway G318 is known as “heavenly road” for its wondrous scenery and unique Tibetan culture. The road 
itself is challenging for its ruggedness at high altitude, multiple hairpin switchbacks and narrow sections 
along gorges, and sudden snowstorms any time of the year. The highway courses through 5 mountain 
passes that are hazardous, and descends in steep sections into deep river canyons that are narrow, with 
no turnouts. Mr. Baima Dorje, owner and creator of Songtsam Tibetan Lodges was completing his vision 
20 years ago recreating the Tea-Horse Trail route from Yunnan to Lhasa, TAR, and has built Tibetan 
boutique lodges from Lijiang in Yunnan to Lhasa in areas that were Tea Horse trail stopovers. This was the 
first trip open to foreigners to enter TAR, and area of Tibet that has been closed for 10 years. This journey 
in the past took porters and muleteers up to 6 months to complete, was extremely dangerous, and only 
done once a year. Pu’er tea had been transported for almost 1500 years from his home town in Shangri-
La and southern Yunnan to Lhasa by crossing the deep gorges of three major rivers systems separated by 
steep mountains, and high mountain passes. These caravans endured great hardships to make it to Lhasa, 
where tea and salt was exchanged for Tibetan horses, necessary for fighting the northern invaders that 
included the growing Mongolian empire in the past.  
 
The Ancient Tea Horse Road became a network of trading routes linking the tea producing areas of 
Yunnan (mainly concentrated in the southeast of the province in Pu'er 普洱, Xishuangbanna, 西双版纳) 

and Ya'an 雅安 Sichuan 四川 with the tea-consuming regions across China, but in particular with Tibet. 

The network first emerged during the Tang dynasty (618–907), reaching its zenith during the late-Qing 
period (1790s to 1911) and the first half of the twentieth century. The network also extends into 
mainland southeast Asia, Nepal and India.  

The tea road, in what was approximately a six-month caravan journey from Menghai to Lhasa, crossed 

innumerable rivers, including the Mekong 湄公河 or Lancang 澜沧江 (more than once) and Yangtze 

(known as the Jinsha River 金沙江 in Yunnan), and over many high mountain passes, some exceeding 

5,000 m (16,400 ft).  In its progress tea porters and mule caravans traversed a range of distinct 
topographical zones, from the temperate rainforests of Ya’an Sichuan to the high-altitude alpine forests 



and meadows of modern-day Dequen and Shangrila. Today Highway G318 also travels through many 
different cultural zones inhabited by a diverse range of ethnic groups, from Naxi, Dai, Bai and Tibetans. 
Today the route still includes remnant paths and roads, bridges (arched, cantilever, and cable), market 
towns, staging posts, and shrines and temples (including mosques and even a few Christian churches), 
all elements of what is now termed 'tangible cultural heritage'.  

The first half of the road cuts across several grand ravines of the Hengduan Mountains that include the 
Lacang Jiang or Mekong, and the Nu Jiang Nu Rivers, while the second half meanders along the valleys of 
tributaries of Yarlung Zangbo River, namely the gorges in Nyenchen Tanglha Mountains. The north-south 
oriented Hengduan Mountains east of Qinghai-Tibet Plateau is the most complicated alpine gorge area 
in the world and a journey through this region is known as “soul in heaven and body in hell”. The gorges 
along this road also enjoy great fame: the most beautiful gorge located within the Dadu River Gorge, 
Sichuan, the most dangerous Lancang River Gorge, and the first and third deepest in the world, the 
Yarlung Zangbo and Parlung Zangbo Grand Canyons. We would be traveling through these biologically 
diverse areas, varying from desert canyons with rare thousnads year old Cypress trees (related to the 
sequoia in the US), to high altitude alpine meadows. The Yarlung Tsangpo that cuts south into India, and 
to the east the Nu, Mekong and Yangtse Rivers that are oriented North-South, allow the SE Asian 
monsoon to penetrate further north into the Tibetan plateau than the western Himalayan Range that 
lies to the west. Seasonal tropical moist air has created the greatest Temperate Forest and alpine 
diversity in the world, with over 500 species of rhododendrons, primulas, lilies, and trees, over xxx 
species of mammals, and xxxx species of birds, including an incredible array of pheasants, robin-
thrushes and sunbirds. The Hengduan Range allows the monsoon and milder temperatures to penetrate 
deep into the Northeastern Tibetan Plateau that supports a great diversity of not only plants, but birds, 
large and small mammals. The area we would travel through is immediately southeast of the Tibetan 
plateau, and yields the greatest plant and animal diversity of Tibet.  
 
I left Chengdu flying to Shangri-La, mesmerized looking out the window at a full moon and a spray of 
stars at 29,000 feet that lit up scattered clouds filling the mountainous terrain below. I was joining a 
group of photographers to begin our journey with Songtsam in northwestern Yunnan at Songtsam Linka 
situatied on a beautiful plateau where Baima Dorje had grown up. Shangri-La is nestled in the mountains 
between the Yangtze River east and only 50 km (30 miles) due west, the Mekong River. Our group of 12 
participants included two Americans and myself, the rest amateur Chinese photographers from Beijing 
and Shanghai, China. . I could see the Songzanlin Monastery from my lodge bedroom veranda, largest 
Tibetan Buddhist monastery in Yunnan, built in 1679 and one of the famous monasteries in the Kang 
region. It is located near Shangri -La County, at the foot of Foping Mountain. We were all anticipating an 
amazing scenic trip into Tibet.                                                Below: Songzanlin Monestary from Songtsam Linka lodge 

 



 

 
Hengduan Mountains 

Hengduan Mountains, below: The remote Yarlung Tsangpo River gorge from the air, the eastern anchor of the Himalaya Rnnge 

 
Namcha Barwha, highest peak in the Hengduan Mountains. Songtsam photos from Eagle helicopter Service, SongtsamMt kawagebo, highest 
peak of the Meili Mountains, Yunnan from Eagle Helicopter Service with Songtsam 



SHANGRI-LA SONGTSAM LINKA 

Songtsam shangrila Linka and shanri-La area 



 

HUANGDAN MOUNTAIN RANGE FROM THE AIR: EAGLE HELICOPTER TOURS THROUGH SONGTSAM 
BOUTIQUE LODGES: beloe: Kawagebo in the Meili Range near Deqen, Mt Namche Barwha E Himalaya 

 

 

 



Top: Mt Namche Barwha above the Yarlung Tsangpo River Gorge, deepest in the world. Namche Barwha is 7,782 
meters, and the eastern extreme of the Himalayan Mountain Range. Helicopter tours with Songtsam 


